Since last Assembly I’ve been the coordinator for the newsletter that you can read every two months. The first time doing this was a big thing, because everything that is new I find scary 😊. Now I can say that I’m really enjoying it, because it also means staying in contact with Region 9 people and working closely together during the year.

Every newsletter has its own topic so that have made it clear where to start and what the content is going to be. Examples of the topics for the last half a year are “Working All 12 Steps”, “Service” and “Our Primary Purpose”. Reading it you will have the overview over what the important dates and deadlines are for our Region and what you can mention in your country and OA meetings. Besides these practical things the newsletter is full of recovery stories related to the topic. Reading and editing this stories has been really inspirational. I’m continuing doing this position for the coming year and I’m grateful for that.

I was a green dot last Assembly and to all you new green dots: looking forward to meeting you for the first time (the Assembly is a big adventure, but amazing). To all the others I’ve met last year I’m looking forward to seeing you again in real life.
Big hug from Amsterdam!
Meike